Let’s all wish a very special Happy
Birthday to Dr. Judy and her twin,
Julie!
They were born on April Fool’s
Day. Haha.
And as Judy always says, “God has
a great sense of humor.”
Lots of Love, Team Judy

REMINDER: Both Mail Shipment and Supply Chain disruptions have caused product shipments
to be delayed for up to two weeks or more. Consider ordering a three months supply now in
order to prevent you from running out of essential items in the near future.

Hello everyone,
Thank you for everyone's support following last week's newsletter.
There was an issue with one of the instructions, so if you still want
to help, we posted updated information on my website here.
All eyes are on Florida lately! Florida plays a pivotal role in shaping
our God given medical freedom rights in this country. Governor
Ron deSantis’ response to this entire “Plandemic” since the
beginning in 2020, has remained the most common sense and
scientiﬁc evidence-based approach in the entire nation. He has
proven to be a true servant of the American people.
That said, I am proud to be speaking at two VERY important tours
throughout the month of April in the Sunshine State:
Save a Generation Florida Tour
Crimes against Humanity USA Tour

Crimes against Humanity USA Tour events in major US cities
through May and June. The information and knowledge gained is
guaranteed to be life saving in every aspect. Please spread the
word with your friends and family, and join me in any of the
several cities I will be in. I look forward to meeting you!
Watch this ten minute video explaining what the Crimes Against
Humanity Tour is about:
Rumble
Bitchute
To Pre-order any of Judy’s books (autographed copies
available only by pre-order!) and pick them up on location at
the event bookstore, please follow the link here:
https://nextwavelive.com This is the oﬃcial bookstore of the
event as featured on the tour
website: https://crimesagainsthumanitytour.com/aﬃliates

Since both tours overlap during the month of April, I will be
traveling through Florida in the next few weeks in hopes to see
many of you along the way of our various stops across the
beautiful state of Florida. Spread the word to your friends and
family - the info you will receive on these tours is life saving in
every aspect.

Product of the Week

Cytogen MD™

Buy Now

15%
Discount
Code: DRJ15

I met the developers of the CYTOGEN line of professional CBD
products in 2014. As for any product: Integrity matters.
From water selection, to the microbiome of the soil, to superior
organic processes, to the rigorous independent testing, every
process must be connected to the highest medicinal material
consumers deserve. In order to ensure best practices and quality
standardization, a working group was formed called the “CBD
Authority” to identify key points of the product development cycle
to guarantee the highest quality botanical output that Mother
Nature has to oﬀer.
CYTOGEN is a brand uniquely developed for healthcare
professionals. These products are not found in a dispensary or gas
station, but in physician oﬃces, chiropractic centers, mental health
facilities, and neurological institutes. CYTOGEN is written by
doctor’s prescription in Brazil for the treatment of ten health
conditions including refractory seizures, chronic pain, cancer,
autism, and other hard to treat ailments.
As a chemist by trade, I like to leverage my experience in natural
product chemistry and knowledge into developing new innovative
cannabinoid-based formulations that take advantage of synergies.
In my ongoing research on medical cannabis I have come to
understand the pathophysiology of neuroimmune diseases as
acquired endocannabinoid immune dysfunction (AEIDS, in which
cannabinoid-based formulations provide the pathway for achieved
and sustainable healing.

Buy Cytogen MD Now with DRJ15 15% Discount code

A reminder, THE SHIFT on UNIFYD TV, happening soon:
April 3rd and 4th. Sign up for free here!

Thanks again for your support. I hope to see you soon at one of
my many speaking engagements.
All the best of health,
Judy A. Mikovits, PhD
CEO, DrJ Solution
therealdrJudy.com
plaguethebook.com

Dr Judy's Upcoming
Public Appearances

Buy Dr. Judy's Books Now

Shop Cardio Miracle now. 15% oﬀ + free shipping!

Buy Now - 15% oﬀ with code DRJ15

Buy Toxin Free Products Now

NO MORE SHOTS, EVER! THIS IS WHY!

Click here to read previous newsletters
PS: You have probably seen other websites with my name and image
selling books and purporting my endorsement of supplements. These
sites are fake! They are profiting off the hard work that I spent decades
performing scientific research.
To get the REAL truth, bookmark these official sites:
The Real Dr. Judy
Plague the Book

Thank you all so much for your support!
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